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Let me introduce you to the ... Speaker!
 I hold the highest credential provided by the Behavior
Analyst Certification Board (BACB; USA) which is that
of BCBA-D (Board Certified Behaviour Analyst at
Doctoral Level) and used to be one of the overall ten
BACB Directors - International Representative!
(covering all countries outside USA).
 I have served as a University lecturer, a clinician, an
educator, a consultant, a researcher, and an author in the
areas of autism, intellectual and other developmental
disabilities as for more than 21 years.

 I have obtained international experience in working
with children with autism - from 18 months old until
adults - as well as their families.

Let me introduce you to the ... Speaker!
 I have published widely on the topic; a co-authored a
book and a few book-chapters and I have been chosen to
deliver keynote speeches at International Conferences
quite frequently.

 I am also involved in a number of MSc courses on
Behaviour Analysis across Europe.
 I have also obtained substantial experience in the
administration of a number of assessments tools as well
as employing a variety of different behavioural
procedures/methods
 I have gained the award of Chartered Scientist from
the Science Council, I am a scientific advisor for the ...

Let me introduce you to the ... Speaker!
 ... Research Autism charity and reviewer for a number
of international journals and governmental agencies.
 I have recently been appointed as a Governor of a
School of Children with Autism in London.
 Last but not least, I am the Founder and Director of

‘Autism Consultancy Services Ltd’
(www.autismconsultancyservices.co.uk) in London UK,

which provides consultation for the establishment of
home-based and school-based ABA programmes in the
UK and worldwide.

What is Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA)?

Introduction
Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA) is a strongly empirical
scientific field that relies on the experimental analysis of
behaviour. It regards any behaviour as functional and
purposeful, which consists of a complex blend of factors
relevant to the individual’s strengths and limitations,
physical status, personal history, and the current
social-environmental circumstances.

APPLIED: “HOW IMMEDIATELY IMPORTANT IS
THIS BEHAVIOUR OR THESE STIMULI
TO THIS CHILD?”
• “Socially significant behaviour” (BACB Guidelines, Baer
et al., 1968; Cooper, et al., 2007: Wolf, 1978)
• Assessment (standardized assessment is insufficient)
• Language and social skills (criterion referenced tool)
• (VB-MAPP, Rethink Autism, New England Center)
• Academic, play, and functional skills
• Barriers (VB-MAPP)
• Problem behaviours (FBA)
• IEP appropriate and consistent with assessment
(priorities identified)
• Structured curriculum in place (school or home)
• Daily curriculum consistent with assessment

APPLIED (CONT.)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skills are broken down into small units (task analysis)
Daily classroom or home schedule consistent with
assessments
Behaviour intervention program consistent with FBA
assessment and consistently implemented
Augmentative communication used when appropriate and
correctly implemented
Structured teaching sessions (e.g., DTT, ABA, EIBI)
Natural environment teaching sessions (e.g., NET, PRT,
incidental)
Sufficient amount of teaching trials
Major focus on language skills and language development
Major focus on social skills and social development

BEHAVIOURAL: “THOROUGHLY RELIABLE
QUANTIFICATION OF BEHAVIOUR”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data collection system in place
Baseline data is obtained
Targets are definable, observable, and measurable
Targets, IEP, and data system match
Effective skill acquisition data are recorded within
sessions
ABC recording system in place for problem
behaviours
Staff demonstrate the ability to read and act on ABC
data
Written behaviour plan in place, and data correspond
with it

BEHAVIOURAL (CONT.)
•

Systematic focus on and measurement of replacement
behaviours

•

System for intervention data is in place

•

Data system is guiding the intervention programme

•

Data demonstrate learning

•

System for data review in place

•

Measurement system in place for natural environment
generalisation, and new skill acquisition

•

Home involvement data system

•

Data are graphed when appropriate

ANALYTIC: “AN EXPERIMENTER (BEHAVIOUR
ANALYST) HAS ACHIEVED AN ANALYSIS OF A
BEHAVIOUR WHEN HE CAN EXERCISE CONTROL OVER IT”
•

“The ultimate aim is the prediction and control of verbal behavior.”
(Skinner, 1957, p. 12)

•

Demonstrate prediction and control of targeted skills

•

Demonstrates that skill acquisition is a function of the teaching
procedures and intervention programme

•

Experimental control (reversal, multiple baseline, reliability)

•

Staff can identify the target “source of control” (function) of verbal and
non-verbal skills

•

Skills are developed under the correct source of control

•

Source of control for language, social, and learning barriers are
identified and ameliorated (e.g., rote responding, side bias, impaired
mands, delayed echolalia, sensory defensiveness, stimming etc.)

A-B-CS OF BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS

A

A = Antecedent
• An event that comes before a
behaviour
B
B = Behaviour
C = Consequence
• An event (good or bad) that follows a
C
behaviour
The three-term contingency (A-B-C) is a useful way to look at
why behaviour happens
•

Example: When you’re thirsty…
You see the vending machine (A), you put your money in and
push the button of the drink you like (B), and then the vending
machine produces the drink (C)

COMPREHENSIVE ABA PROGRAMS
 Earliest

versions of ABA programs focused mostly on
discrete trial training (DTT)
 Comprehensive ABA programs now include a variety of
behavioural teaching strategies







DTT
Natural Environment Training (NET)
Verbal Behaviour
Challenging behaviour
Data collection
Programming for generalisation

DISCRETE TRIAL TRAINING (DTT)
 Breaks

down learning opportunities into well-controlled,
discrete teacher-student interactions
Instruction → Correct Response → Reward

OR
Instruction → Incorrect Response → Correction

DISCRETE TRIAL TRAINING (DTT)
 Provides

structure for the learning interaction

 Provides

a very large number of learning
opportunities in a small amount of time

 Is

proven by hundreds of studies to be an
effective teaching procedure

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TRAINING




Naturalistic behavioural teaching procedures go by
many names:
 Incidental Teaching, Pivotal Response Teaching,
etc.
Basic approach:






Teach in the natural environment
Set up situations where the child will be motivated (e.g.,
toy out of reach)
Wait for child to initiate
Prompt the correct behaviour
Reinforce it

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT TRAINING


Much more natural approach than DTT



Less structured



Looks more like typical interactions



Great for teaching play and social skills






Great for establishing generalisation of
skills learned in DTT
Some children prefer NET over DTT
Proven by dozens of studies to be an
effective teaching procedure

VERBAL BEHAVIOUR
Skinner, Verbal Behaviour (1957): Applied
principles of behaviour analysis to language

 B.F.

 Separates
 Reminds

language into categories by function
us to teach all functions of words

 Teaching

one function does not necessarily lead to
learning other functions of the same word


Example: if we teach a child how to say “red,” he may not
actually be able to say “red” when he wants something that is
red

VERBAL BEHAVIOUR
 Most

comprehensive ABA programs incorporate
Skinner’s analysis of verbal behaviour into their
treatment

 Some

incorrectly say that “Verbal behaviour is not
ABA” or “We don’t do ABA, we do verbal behaviour”

 Verbal

behaviour is one area within ABA, it is not
separate.

CHALLENGING BEHAVIOUR
 Examples:

aggression, self-injury, self-stimulatory

behaviour, tantrums
 ABA

assumes that children are getting something they

want from challenging behaviour


Attention



Escape



Toys or food



Sensory stimulation

 Autism

is NOT the cause of bad behaviour

GENERALISATION
 Comprehensive

ABA programs must explicitly
focus on generalisation

 Generalisation

does NOT occur automatically

 Generalisation

is NOT an after-thought or side-

effect
 Generalisation

intervention

is THE central goal of

PLANNING
 Best








FOR

GENERALISATION

way
Teach skills in many different environments
Teach with many different teachers
Teach during many different times of day
Do NOT do the same thing the same way all of
the time
When skills are learned in DTT, make sure to
practice them in natural settings
Parents must practice all new skills as often as
possible

CONCLUSION
 ABA

is the only treatment for autism that has
substantial science evidence for causing large
improvements in children
 ABA programs should be comprehensive:
 25 or more hours per week of one-to-one
 Address all skills areas
 Two years or more of treatment
 Verbal behaviour
 Generalisation
 DTT
 NET
 Top-quality supervision

